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VOICES (echo)
Five to seven years.
Five to seven years.
Five to seven years.

GAÉL
Fuck– it’s 6:30am—--that’s… 22 hours.

GAÉL groans. He lays in bed for a bit. He
abruptly sits up and opens a drawer and
takes out a bottle of pills. He takes two
horse pills.

GAÉL
God. I fucking hate these.

VOICES (Echo)

Why?
wHy? whY?
Why?

GAÉL
They make me hallucinate

VOICES
Hallucinate

Hallucinate
Hallucinate.

GAÉL lays back down. A Fade to black.
Darkness.
A moment of rest.

Floor lights dim slowly on. – Make it such a
slow fade we don’t even notice when it
starts to turn on. An abyss. Limbo. Trapped
in darkness with specific and intentional
lighting. Glass shattering is heard in the
distance. Shattered glass again.
Again. This time it’s loud. It echoes.
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VOICE 1
Hit me!
Hit me!

VOICE 2
I’m not going–

VOICE 1
Hit me again! Do it!

VOICE 2
You’re pissing me off!

Glass shatters.

VOICE 1
Hit me again! Break me like that frame. I want to feel the pain.

Figures in the night. It’s a couple. VOICE 1
is PAST GAÉL. VOICE 2 is BEARDED MAN

The following scene will be via projections
or screens. Projections will happen on one
side of the stage, then shift to another
space. Then again. Then faster. Another
portion of the stage. Faster. Again. Faster.
Overwhelming.

We now see the voices.

We see BEARDED MAN punch PAST
GAÉL who whiplashes against a large
picture frame on the wall behind him. The
frame shatters, pieces fall everywhere.

PAST GAÉL pulls himself up. The back of
his head is bleeding.

PAST GAÉL
Hit me again! I want to feel the pain! Hit me! ¡’Amonos cabrón! Hit me!

BEARDED MAN
I’m not going–
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PAST GAÉL
Hit me again! Do it!

BEARDED MAN
You’re pissing me off!

BEARDED MAN punches the frame next to
PAST GAÉL. It shatters.

PAST GAÉL
Hit me! Break me like that frame. I want to feel the pain!

BEARDED MAN punches PAST GAÉL in
the stomach. PAST GAÉL gets the wind
knocked out of him. His body recoils inward.

BEARDED MAN sees PAST GAÉL
collapse. He punches the wall a couple of
times.

BEARDED MAN
WHY DO YOU PROVOKE ME LIKE THAT?! YOU REALLY KNOW HOW TO GET UNDER MY
SKIN DON’T YOU?!

PAT GAÉL sobs. BEARDED MAN goes to
leave. PAST GAÉL instinctively crawls to
stop BEARDED MAN. He hugs his legs.

PAST GAÉL
Please don’t leave me! I’m sorry! I'm sorry!

GAÉL continues sobbing.

PAST GAÉL
Don’t leave me, don’t leave me, don’t leave me. I love you. I love you so much. So much. It’s
just. My heart. Hurts. It feels like I’m going to die. Please don’t leave me.

GAÉL’s spirit comes out of his body and
becomes a spectator.

SPIRIT GAÉL begins to run towards the
scene but it changes location. Multiple
scenes begin to pop up. The hallucination
vividly brings bad memories. SPIRIT GAÉL
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begins to panic and runs to avoid the
scenes but cannot escape the sounds and
the memories. SPIRIT GAÉL tries to yell but
they can’t make a sound. Suddenly they
can’t move. They are bound.

PAST GAÉL
Hit me!

Glass shatters

Shadows appear. Shadows? Ghosts?
Malicious spirits? They start to approach
GAÉL’s body. SPIRIT GAÉL’s astro self
attempts to run towards his body but cannot
move. He is bound by the shadows. The
shadows hold him down.

SPIRIT GAÉL
WAKE UP WAKE UP WAKE UP. JUST MOVE MY HAND. MOVE. MOVE. MOVE MY HAND.

PAST GAÉL and BEARDED MAN are in
bed. PAST GAÉL gets up and starts to get
ready for work.

BEARDED MAN
You off?

PAST GAÉL
Yeah

PAST GAÉL gives BEARDED MAN a kiss.
Then another. BEARDED MAN brings him
in and gives him a deep kiss. They enjoy
each other.

PAST GAÉL
Okay, se me hace tarde.

BEARDED MAN
It’s okay, you’re always late anyway.

They laugh and continue to kiss
passionately.

GAÉL
Okay okay, ya me voy. Will I see you later?
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BEARDED MAN
I don’t think so, I’m going to Kelly’s in a bit. We’re going to get some things to make dinner. She
wants me to meet her parents.

PAST GAÉL
Already?!! Like, you’re meeting her parents? Already?!

BEARDED MAN
Yeah. It’s important to her.

PAST GAÉL
… Yo, we couldn’t even tell anyone we were together when we were together!

BEARDED MAN
Don’t start. Is my shampoo still in your shower? Or did you throw it out?

PAST GAÉL
What?

BEARDED MAN
My shampoo. Is it there or not?

PAST GAÉL
Yes, but, wait wait, what the fuck Andrew?!

BEARDED MAN IS ANDREW.

ANDREW
What?

PAST GAÉL
[To himself] Dude. What the fuck is wrong with me?! I just woke up naked with my ex in my bed.
I just woke up naked with my ex in my bed. [To Andrew] Dude, we slept together last night and
you were just about to devour my face, and now you’re going to take a shower, in my house,
before going to your new girlfriend’s house to cook dinner for her parents who you are meeting
later?!!! What the fuck is wrong with me?! What is wrong with you?!

ANDREW
[Taken aback] ….Truth is I don’t know

PAST GAÉL
Know what?!

ANDREW
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I don’t know if I want to be with her.

PAST GAÉL
[Confused] And you don’t want to be with me either?

ANDREW
I don’t know!

PAST GAÉL
That… that’s fucked up.. You say things are done with us, done done, yet you still come over,
then you say you don’t know if you want to be with her… dude! Dump her too, cuz you need to
be by yourself to figure shit out! As much as I fucking hate her right now. That’s not fair for her,
and that’s not fair for me!

ANDREW
SHUT UP!

ANDREW strikes PAST GAÉL. PAST GAÉL
staggers back and holds his face. ANDREW
pins PAST GAÉL against the wall and
punches a hole in the wall.

PAST GAÉL
Hit me again! I want to feel the pain! Go ahead! Hit me!

ANDREW
I’m not going–

PAST GAÉL
Hit me again! Do it!

ANDREW
You’re pissing me off!

We see ANDREW punch PAST GAÉL who
whiplashes against a large picture frame on
the wall behind him. The frame shatters,
pieces falling everywhere.

PAST GAÉL pulls himself up. The back of
his head is bleeding.

GAÉL
Hit me again! Break me like that frame. ¡’Amonos cabrón! Hit me!
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ANDREW punches PAST GAÉL in the
stomach. PAST GAÉL gets the wind
knocked out of him. His body recoils inward.

ANDREW sees PAST GAÉL collapse. He
punches the wall a couple of times.

ANDREW
WHY DO YOU PROVOKE ME LIKE THAT?! YOU REALLY KNOW HOW TO GET UNDER MY
SKIN DON’T YOU?!

PAST GAÉL sobs. ANDREW goes to leave.
PAST GAÉL instinctively crawls to stop
ANDREW. He hugs his legs.

PAST GAÉL
Please don’t leave! I’m sorry! I'm sorry! Don’t leave me, don’t leave me, don’t leave me. I love
you. I love you so much. It’s just. My heart. Hurts. My heart hurts. It feels like I’m going to die if
you leave. Please don’t leave me.

ANDREW recomposes himself and sits next
to GAÉL around broken glass. He embraces
GAÉL. GAÉL puts his head on his shoulder
still sobbing.

ANDREW
This decision isn’t easy for me y’know. I feel like I’m fucking up. Thing is, I’m no longer sexually
attracted to you.

Beat

ANDREW CON’T
You’re going to do some great things.

ANDREW hands GAÉL a poorly drawn
cartoon of GAÉL speaking at a podium with
his fist in the air and a text bubble that says
“Si Se Puede!”

ANDREW CON’T
Here. This is you. You’re like… Caesar Chavez. You’re going to be changing things… And I
can’t match that.

PAST GAÉL
What do you mean?

ANDREW
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I can’t keep up.
PAST GAÉL

…. I… Please don’t leave me.
Beat. They hold each other just how toxicity
knows no bounds. It’s an oddly sweet
moment after the intensity

ANDREW
You’re going to be late.

PAST GAÉL
Will I see you later?

ANDREW
We’ll see how long dinner goes.

PAST GAÉL
You’re really doing this aren’t you?

ANDREW
Gaél… If we stay together, and I don’t explore what she and I have, you and I will never be 100.

PAST GAÉL
Then there’s no point.

Shadows are looming over GAÉL’s body.
Astro bound GAÉL is sobbing in his sleep.
GAÉL jolts awake. The hallucinations
disappear. GAÉL is awake. Crying and
sporadic breathing. He tries to calm himself.
He turns on a candle on his altar and slowly
goes back to bed. A moment of peace.

The alarm rings.

GAÉL
Oh you’ve gotta be fucking kidding me!

Long beat.

That… was love.

[SONG - THAT WAS LOVE]
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